
Wes Welker Signed Mini-helmet
Contest
This Saturday, January 14th, Tim
Tebow  and  the  Denver  Broncos
will  come  to  Gillette  Stadium
and take on Tom Brady and the
New  England  Patriots.  To
celebrate the success of the New
England  Patriots,  New  Bedford
Guide  will  be  giving  away  a
signed  Wes  Welker  mini-helmet
certified  by  JSA  to  one  lucky
winner. This helmet is certified
and comes with a certificate of authenticity (see photo).

Contest Details

The Wes Welker signed helmet will go to the person who can
guess the combined score of the Denver broncos and New England
Patriots match-up and Wes Welker’s total receiving yards. For
example,  if  the  Patriots  win  26  -10  and  Welker  gets  91
receiving yards, the combined score (36) and receiving yards
(91) would be 127. The person that guesses the exact combined
total will win the Welker signed helmet. For a tie-breaker
also post how many passing yards Tom Brady will throw.

If the Patriots win and no one guesses the exact score we will
run the contest again the following week until the Patriots
either lose or win the Superbowl. If the Patriots lose or win
the Superbowl, we will take the person with the closest guess
and award them the helmet. Your guess must be posted by 7:30pm
EST on 14 January, 2012

How to Participate

Post your combined prediction (total combined game score1.
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+ total Wes Welker receiving yards) in a comment to this
Facebook  photo  and  “Like”  the  Photo.  One  guess  per
person! Also, post how many yards Tom Brady will throw
in the game. In the event of a tie, the person that
comes to closest will win the helmet. An example post
would be, “I guess 155 and Brady will throw 350 passing
yards.”
To  gain  an  extra  5  points  (plus  or  minus)  on  the2.
combined prediction total, share this article or photo
on your Facebook wall. For example, if you guess 100 and
the final point total is 97, you will be the winner (or
go to the tie break if more than person wins). Post in
your response that you shared the article. You will need
to  prove  that  you  shared  the  article.  This  extra  5
points does not count towards Tom Brady’s passing yards.
To confirm these points, we must be able to publicly see
that you shared the article on Facebook or see proof in
person.

Rules

You must be a New Bedford Guide Facebook fan.
You must “like” the image on Facebook and post you guess
as a comment to the image.
One guess per person
Your guess must be posted by 7:30pm EST on 14 January,
2012.
There is only one Wes Welker signed helmet and only one
winner.
If you can’t pick up the prize, we will mail the item
with delivery confirmation, but we are not responsible
for  it  being  lost  in  the  mail.  If  the  delivery
confirmation shows it was delivered to the address, we
will not be responsible for any lost or damaged prize.
Participation in this contest confirms you have read the
rules.

Post your guess now and share this article. Good luck and go
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Patriots!


